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Lignins with number average molecular weights between 350 Da and 1900 Da were characterised and subsequently pyrolysed in a screen-heater at pressures of 500 Pa and 105 Pa between 425 °C and 793 °C. Upwards of
530 °C, the temperature turned out to have only a minor influence on the yields and composition of the oils
produced. Clear trends were observed as a function of the molecular weight and pressure – (1) at increasing
molecular weight of the lignin, the oil yield decreases while yields of char and gas increase, (2) the molecular
weight of the oil is lower for oils produced at 105 Pa as compared to the ones obtained at 500 Pa, (3) above a
certain molecular weight of the lignins, ∼400 Da for 105 Pa and ∼800 Da for 500 Pa, the molecular weight of
the oil becomes independent of the molecular weight of the lignin. A mathematical model has been developed,
which includes three concurrently occurring processes, viz. cracking and polymerisation reactions and removal,
hence mass transport, of unconverted lignin and reaction products from the reaction zone. This model can
describe all the trends observed experimentally and provides, after parametrisation, reasonable qualitative
predictions of the yield and molecular weight of the oils. Knowledge of the role of the interplay between mass
transport and chemistry in the pyrolysis process is further accumulating, and from this the development of lignin
valorisation can avail. For instance, it has become clear that in the pyrolysis process the molecular weight of
lignin oil, which is an important characteristic for the upgrading of the oil to chemicals and/or fuels, can be
steered with the pressure.

1. Introduction
Lignin is an amorphous, highly cross-linked, hetero-polymer that
provides structural integrity and stiffness to plant cell walls [1]. It is the
most abundant naturally occurring aromatic polymer and it accounts
for ∼30% of all organic carbon in the bio-sphere [2]. Typically, it is
burned as a low-value fuel, however, being aromatic in nature, it could
be a potential source of mono-aromatics and other value-added chemicals [3–5].
Lignin is isolated from biomass via several methods such as kraft,
organosolv, ball milling, and cold-water precipitation of pyrolytic lignin

⁎

[6–8]. The extent to which the structure of native lignin is preserved is
controlled by the severity of the isolation method [6,9,10]. Milled wood
lignin (MWL), obtained by Björkman’s method, is considered to represent native lignin most accurately [11].
Starting in the 1970s, the fast pyrolysis process has been studied
extensively to liquefy and depolymerise lignin in various experimental
devices [12–19]. Aligning the results obtained in the different reactor
systems used is difficult. For example, with respect to the production of
mono-aromatics yields of up to 20% were reported in micro-pyrolysers
[20,21], whereas in screen-heaters and fluidised beds typical yields
were only 1 to 4% [16,22,23]. Oil yields as high as 80% were obtained
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Nomenclature

A, B
CiL

parameters used to describe the transport rate of DPi
molar concentrations of DPi in reacting lignin at t = t ,

CiL, feed

molar concentrations of DPi in lignin feedstock,

CiL, t = 0

molar concentrations of DPi in lignin at t = 0,

CiO

molar concentrations of DPi in oil at t = t,

CiO, t = 0

molar concentrations of DPi in

CiO, t =

molar concentrations of DPi in

CiL, t =

molar concentrations of DPi in

DPi
Ei

degree of polymerisation with i number of monomers, –
transport rate of DPi from the reacting lignin to cold glass
wall at t = t, mol
3

Ki

overall cracking rate of DPi at t = t,

kT , i

evaporation/sublimation/ejection rate constant of DPi ,

mL t

mole
m3L
mole
m3L

mol
m3L t

cracking reaction rate of each DPi ,

RP , i

polymerisation reaction rate for each DPi ,

first order cracking reaction rate constant,

kP
m (M )q
mi

second order polymerisation reaction rate constant, L
molt
mass corresponding to each molecular weight slice (q ), g
mass corresponding to each DPi obtained after discretization, g
total mass of lignin pressed between the two screens, g
molecular weight of each DPi , Da
molecular weight, Da
number average molecular weight, Da
mass average molecular weight, Da
molecular weight distribution, –
〈Mn〉 of lignin calculated from GPC chromatogram, Da

mol
m3L t

mL t

mol
m3L t

VL
volume of lignin pressed between the two screens, m3L
w (logM )q molecular weight distribution corresponding to each molecular weight slice (q), –
wi
mass fraction of each DPi in lignin or pyrolysis oils, –
wiO, exp
mass fraction of each DPi present in oil obtained from
experiments, –
wiO, cal, t =
calculated mass fraction of each DPi present in oil at t = ,
–
YChar , exp experimentally obtained char yield, kg

1
t

kK

mLignin
Mw, DPi
Mw
〈Mn〉
〈Mw〉
MwD
MnL

RK , i

i
L
i
O
i, cal, t =

mole
m3L

mole
m3L
oil at t = 0, mole
m3L
oil at t = , mole
m3L
lignin at t = , mole
m3L

1
t

Ntotal
Pi

calculated 〈Mn〉 of oil at t = , Da
calculated 〈Mw〉 of oil at t = , Da
mole fraction of each DPi , –
mole fraction of each DPi present in lignin, –
calculated mole fraction of each DPi present in oil at
t= ,–
initial number of moles of lignin, mol
overall polymerisation rate of DPi at t = t , mol
3

MnO, t =
MwO, t =

m3

calculated char yield at t =

YChar , cal, t =
YOil, cal, t =

calculated oil yield at t =

,

,
kg

kgLignin
kg

kgLignin

kgLignin

Superscripts
L
O
c
f

in screen-heaters under vacuum conditions [22,24] while in the other
reactors the maximal yield was limited to 40% [20,23,25,26]. There is
also no consensus on the chemical mechanisms leading to monomers
and oligomers. Patwardhan et al. claimed that monomeric compounds
are the primary products of lignin pyrolysis and that they polymerise
during condensation of the vapours (to oil) to form oligomers [20].
Contrary, Piskorz et al. [27] postulated that oligomers eject from pyrolysing biomass particles, which was later verified experimentally by
Small-Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) analysis by Fratini et al. and by
Montoya et al. for lignin, and by Teixeira et al. for cellulose [28–30].
Models for lignin pyrolysis range from weight loss kinetic models
[31–35], lumped component class models [36–38], via population
balance calculations over the molecular weight distribution of the reacting lignin [39,40], to models combining a structural description of
lignin combined with the reactivity of linkages between the lignin
building blocks [41,42]. Weight loss kinetics models are always based
on low heating rate data and use experimentally observed yields of
volatile species to estimate kinetic parameters to simulate slow pyrolysis of lignin. These models can predict the non-isothermal weight
loss of the reacting lignin and yields of volatile species (e.g. gases,
methanol). However, they cannot predict the oil yield nor the molecular weight distribution of the oil, which limits their applicability. The
lumped class models of Faravelli et al. [36], Hough et al. [37], and
Dussan et al. [38] use experimentally obtained and/or theoretically
(group contribution method and/or density functional theory) calculated kinetic parameters to predict the yields of oil (light and heavy),
char, and gas as well as weight loss kinetics. The experimentally obtained kinetic parameters were derived under slow pyrolysis conditions.
These models use complex reaction networks, composed of more than a
hundred series/parallel primary and/or secondary reactions. As input,
the lumped class models use a simplified lignin structure, while the

lignin
oil
consumption
formation

models of Klein et al. and Yanez et al. use the spruce lignin structure
proposed by Freudenberg [41,43] and an artificially generated structure of wheat straw lignin [42,44]. In the latter, probabilities of reactions pathways are assigned based on experimental observations as well
as theoretical calculations. The model of Klein et al. uses empirically
obtained kinetic parameters [41], and their values are used as an initial
estimate in the model of Yanez et al. [42]. These models predict the
temporal evolution of the yields of major product fractions and the
molecular weight of the liquid and gaseous products. However, they do
not capture the influence of mass transfer. The population balance
model of Solomon et al. [40], originally developed for coal pyrolysis,
assumes the cracking of weak bonds and transport of volatile products
away from the reacting lignin. Interestingly, their model captures the
effect of the external pressure on the product yields. Solomon et al. have
described the transport of species by using Fick’s law of diffusion,
where the diffusion coefficient is a function of pressure, temperature
and molecular weight [39,40].
This paper aims at advancing the understanding of lignin pyrolysis
in order to increase the valorisation of this abundant natural aromatic
resource. We assume that, like for cellulose [45], the pyrolysis of lignin
is controlled by the interplay of chemical reactions taking place in the
liquid/solid state and the removal rate of compounds from the reaction
zone. If this hypothesis is true, then the product yields and molecular
weight distribution of the produced oil depend on the molecular weight
(distribution) of the lignin feedstock and the bond type interconnecting
the aromatic units. For lignin pyrolysis, the dominant reactions with
respect to molecular weight distribution of the oil produced can be
generalised into cracking and polymerisation reactions. To investigate
this hypothesis, 14 lignins with a mass average molecular weight ranging from 588 to 3596 Da were characterised. Secondly, the lignins
were pyrolysed in a screen-heater designed to minimise non1126
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isothermality and to maximise the quenching rate of products (and
unconverted lignin) after leaving the reaction zone [45–47]. Temperatures (425–793 °C) and pressures (500 Pa and 105 Pa) were varied
in order to map the operating window and to further analyse the
aforementioned interplay. Finally, the experimental results were compared with a mathematical model including the aforementioned chemical reactions and mass transfer.
In the literature, numerous studies [9,18,21,25,48–57] compared
the pyrolysis of various lignins which were chosen based on either their
source and/or isolation methods, while we are the firsts, to the best of
our knowledge, to interpret the results on the basis of the molecular
weights of the lignins. The developed population balance model is relatively simple compared to lumped class and linkage reactivity based
models and has the easily measurable molecular weight distribution of
lignin as the main input.

2.2. Screen-heater setup
A schematic representation of the screen-heater setup is shown in
Fig. 1. The screen-heater setup characteristics and its operating procedure were described in our previous work [45–47]. Nevertheless, the
main characteristics of the screen-heater setup are described in short
here. An evenly distributed sample (∼50 mg) was pressed between two
screens (thickness: ∼45 µm) to ensure uniform heating of the sample.
Note, the screens were catalytically inactive [45]. The screens, with
lignin sample, were heated to the final screen temperature (TFS) at
∼5000 °C s−1 approaching as close as possible to isothermal measurements. The holding time of the screens at TFS was 5 s, and after that,
they were cooled at a rate of ∼60 °C s−1. The temperature of the
screens was measured and regulated by a pyrometer and a PID control
routine programmed in LabVIEW, respectively. The screens holding
sample were placed in a glass vessel, which was equilibrated at
−180 °C during experiment by using liquid nitrogen (−196 °C). In the
present contribution, tests were performed at 500 Pa and 105 Pa. It was
estimated that for both pressures the quenching rate of the formed
products was very fast (hot vapour residence time in order of 20 ms)
which ruled out a significant effect of reactions outside the reacting
lignin (minimised vapour phase reactions) [45]. At 500 Pa the escape
rate of molecules away from the reacting lignin is higher than at 105 Pa.
Lumped product yields (oil, char, and gas) and the mass balance closure
was determined at the end of each experiment. In a series of experiments, pyrolysis of SOL was carried out in a wide temperature range
(425–793 °C). It was found that upward of 530 °C the oil yield became
constant, see Fig. 6 and Table S3 in the supplementary information (SI).
Therefore, all experiments at constant temperature were carried out at a
TFS of 530 °C.

2. Experimental
2.1. Materials
Spruce organosolv lignin (SL) and wheat straw organosolv lignin
(WSL) were kindly provided by the Energy Research Centre of the
Netherlands (ECN), of which the isolation process is described elsewhere [10]. Another organosolv lignin (SOL) was purchased from
Sigma Aldrich. SOL was prepared from a mixture of three hardwoods
(50% Mapel, 35% Birch, 15% Poplar). Two batches of pyrolytic lignins
(PL) were prepared, from pine wood derived fast pyrolysis oil, by cold
water precipitation method described in the literature [7]. Milled wood
lignin (MWL) was obtained from pine wood using the Björkman method
[6]. For the fractionation experiments, Dichloromethane (DCM, LiChrosolv®, Purity ≥ 99.8%) was used. To recover the oils, the glass
vessels were rinsed with tetrahydrofuran (THF, Merck LC LiChrosolv®,
Purity ≥ 99.8%), which was also used for GPC analysis.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

2.2.1. Product recovery
At the end of each experiment, the reactor was allowed to reach
room temperature. In 500 Pa experiments, a gas sample was taken from
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Fig. 1. Schematics of the screen-heater setup.
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the glass vessel after filling the reactor with dry nitrogen gas, and for
105 Pa experiments, it was taken from the gas bag. The composition of
gases was determined using gas chromatography, which was used to
calculate the gas yield on lignin basis (kg gas kg−1 lignin). The char
yield (kg char kg−1 lignin) was estimated by the difference between the
mass of the screens before (with lignin), and after (with char) the experiment. Oil was condensed primarily on the interiors of the glass
vessel and to a minor extent on the electrodes, clamps and bolts. The
mass of the tape, wrapped around the electrodes, clamps and bolts, and
the glass vessel were recorded before and after the experiment and used
to calculate the oil yield (kg oil kg−1 lignin). Independently determined
oil, char, and gas yields were summed together to determine the overall
mass balance closure of the experiment. The formulas used for the
calculation of oil, char, and gas yields are shown in the Section 1 of the
SI.

during analysis. Samples were dissolved in tetrahydrofuran (THF) in a
1:100 mass ratio and were filtered through a 0.45 µm Whatman RC
Agilent filter. THF was used a mobile phase at a flowrate of
1 mL min−1. A variable wavelength detector (VWD, λ = 254 nm) was
installed. The calibration line was made with ten polystyrene standards
with molecular weights ranging from 162 Da to 29510 Da. The elemental composition of lignins was determined by Elemental Analyzer
Inter Science Flash 2000. The abundance of β-O-4 linkages in different
lignins were measured and quantified by using a 2D-CAHSQC NMR
technique reported in the literature (Bruker Avance II 600 MHz spectrometer) [60,61].
3. Characterisation of lignins
Physical characteristics such as elemental composition, aromaticity,
mass average molecular weight (〈Mw〉), polydispersity values, and
content of β-O-4 linkages present in lignins are presented in Table 1.
Note, all lignin samples were dried for 12 h in a vacuum oven
(< 500 Pa, 20 °C) before any analysis and pyrolysis experiment.
As can be seen, MWL has an oxygen content of 33% which is considerably higher compared to the other lignins. The oxygen content of
the other lignins (i.e. SL, SOL, WSL, PL) is quite comparable. SL has the
highest carbon content. Furthermore, all lignins have similar hydrogen
(∼6%), and nitrogen (< 1%) content. The ash content of all lignins is
lower than 5 mg kg−1, and therefore it has assumed that it does not
affect the pyrolysis outcome.
In the case of WSL, the ratio of light fraction (L) to a heavy fraction
(H) is 1:1, whereas for both pyrolytic lignins it is in the range of
0.65:0.35 (See Table S1 in the SI). The molecular weights of light and
heavy fractions are presented in Table 1. Note, the fractionation experiments were performed twice to check the reproducibility. The
standard deviation in the yields of light fractions and heavy fractions,
obtained from two separate fractionation experiments, was below 1%
for all fractioned lignins.
As can be seen, the MWL is the heaviest lignin (3596 Da) studied in
this work. The 〈Mw〉 of both pyrolytic lignins (PL1 and PL2) is ∼9.5
times lower than the MWL. Three organosolv lignins (SL, SOL and WSL)
had their 〈Mw〉 between 2000 Da and 2500 Da. The 〈Mw〉 of light
fractions (2,5,8,11) are notably lower than their parent lignins
(1,4,7,10) and much lower than the heavy fractions (3,6,9,12).
The poly-dispersity of 2.5 and high 〈Mw〉 of MWL, indicates MWL is
mainly composed of high molecular weight compounds originating
from native lignin as well as low molecular weight compounds.
Organosolv lignins have polydispersity around ∼2.1. The polydispersity values of light fractions (2,5,8,11) are much smaller than the
corresponding heavy fractions (1,4,7,10). The MwD of all lignins (VWD
response) are presented in Section 6 of the SI.
The MWL lignin has the highest abundance of β-O-4 linkages
namely 34.5 per 100 aromatic units. This value is close to the values
typically reported for the softwood lignins, which are in the range of 45
to 50 [62,63]. In three organosolv lignins (SL, SOL, WSL), the abundance of β-O-4 linkage is in the range from 1.8 to 8.6 per 100 aromatic
units. Expectedly, in pyrolytic lignin (10) no traces of β-O-4 linkages
were observed, which is in line with the literature [64].
In summary, these lignins have the same aromaticity as indicated by
their equal H/C ratio (∼1.1), despite originating from three different
isolation processes and differ uniquely in their molecular weights
(588 Da to 3596 Da, 〈Mw〉). Only MWL stands out for having the
highest amount of β-O-4 linkages, while pyrolytic lignin represents the
other end of that spectrum, i.e. no β-O-4 linkages. This set of lignins is
envisaged to be a powerful tool to test the validity of the hypothesis
discussed in the introduction with respect to the influence of the molecular weight (distribution) on the pyrolysis process.

2.2.2. Mass balance closures
The mass balance closure for individual pyrolysis experiments carried out at 500 Pa was between 0.87 kg kg−1 and 0.97 kg kg−1, while
for 105 Pa experiments a slight decrease in mass closure
(0.8–0.88 kg kg−1) was observed. This decrease can be accounted for by
the observation that at 105 Pa more pyrolysis products condensed on
the gas sampling line, thermocouple, and pressure sensor line instead of
on the wall. Light organics (e.g. formic acid, formaldehyde) and water
were most likely (partly) lost during gas sampling and during the dismantling of the setup, which explains that the mass balance closure was
always below 100%. The number of experiments performed for each
lignin, under identical conditions, were at least 3. Except, in the case of
MWL only two experiments were performed at both pressures because
of its limited availability. Reproducibility of the experiments was satisfactory as shown in the Table S2 in the SI. The error bars on yields
(Fig. 4 and Fig. 6) and 〈Mn〉 of the oils (Fig. 5) represent the standard
deviations on the mean.
2.3. Methods and analytical techniques
2.3.1. Fractionation
Technical lignins are a mixture of compounds with a varied number
of aromatic rings, which can be fractionated into low and high molecular weight fractions by solvent extraction [58,59]. A short recap of
the method used – a lignin sample was added to dichloromethane
(DCM) in a weight ratio of 1 to 10. The DCM insoluble fraction, referred
to as a heavy fraction (H), was separated from the soluble fraction by
filtration. The DCM soluble fraction, referred to as a light fraction (L),
was recovered by evaporating DCM. See Fig. S1 in the SI for the schematics.
2.3.2. Ash content determination
The ash content of lignin samples was determined by using the dry
oxidation method. Summary – A cleaned and oven dried crucible was
weighed three times with and without sample on a weighing balance
(Mettler Toledo AX205, max 220 g, readability 0.01 mg). Next, the
crucible containing the sample was kept in a muffle furnace at 575 °C
for 24 h, after that it was weighed three times, after cooling, using the
same balance. The ash content of the lignin was estimated by subtracting the weight of the empty crucible from the crucible with the ash
divided by the weight of the lignin sample.
2.3.3. Analytical techniques
The composition of the gas sample was determined by gas chromatography (Varian MicroGC CP4900). The molecular weight distribution (MWD) of lignins and their pyrolysis oils was determined by
using GPC (Agilent Technologies 1200) equipped with three columns
(7.5 mm × 300 mm, particle size 3 µm) placed in series packed with
highly cross-linked polystyrene-divinylbenzene copolymer gel (Varian
PLgelMIXED E). The column temperature was maintained at 40 °C
1128
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4. Modelling

molecules in the char bins are – (1) they do not react (2) they cannot
leave the hot reacting lignin. Without these assumptions i.e. without
char bins, zero char production is predicted by the model.
Summarizing, char is set to be equivalent to the > DP50 molecules in the
calculation domain. This is a rather a blunt assumption, however, it can
be argued that molecules with DP> 25 will eventually react to char due
to their very low likelihood of leaving the reaction zone, especially for
105 Pa experiments. It should be noted that the molecules in the char
bins ((DPmax + 1) to 2DPmax ) have same structure as that of molecules
present in the reacting lignin (DP1 to DPmax ). The cross-linking reactions
of the molecules are not included in the model.

The model consists of population balances for the reacting lignin
and the produced oil. In Fig. 2, the model is schematically presented.
The population balances are made over segments called DPi , where i
refers to the number of monomer units out of which the lignin molecules in a segment DPi are build-up. In a segment DPi the lignin molecules are identical linear polymers. The molecular weight of a monomeric unit is set to 200 Da corresponding to the molecular weight of a
typical building block alcohols of lignin (i.e. sinapyl alcohol of 210 Da).
The following processes are considered for each segment of reacting
lignin: cracking reactions, polymerisation reactions and removal
(transport) from the reaction zone of unreacted lignin and reaction
products. It is assumed that this is the minimal set of reactions and mass
transport needed for predicting yields of oil and char and the molecular
weight distribution of oil. For these processes experimental proofs are
available. Cracking reactions are evident from the yield of lower DPi
fractions in the oil as compared to their presence in the feedstock (see
Fig. S2 in the SI). Washing the char with tetrahydrofuran showed a
liquid fraction that contained larger molecules than present in the feed
(see Fig. S3 in the SI), hence polymerisation reactions must have taken
place. Reactions in the vapour phase outside the particle are excluded
by the low hot vapour residence time (20 ms). It could be that vapours
react while still in/on the hot sample. Therefore, cracking and polymerisation reactions used in the model must be considered as a lumped
description of these reactions in the liquid/vapour/solid state of the hot
reacting sample. Transport of molecules from the reaction zone is obvious as oil was collected at the cold vessel wall. It is assumed, based on
experimental verification [45], that there are no reactions in the vapour
phase and in the oil phase which is condensed on the cold vessel wall.
Consequently, for the oil product, only the transport of molecules from
the reacting lignin sample is considered. Cracking and mass transport
were also included in the population balance model of Solomon et al.
[39], though mass transport was described differently.
The DPi grid ranges from i = 1 to i = 2imax with imax being 50 in the
standard simulations (DPmax = 10, 000 Da ). In the model, the bins between (DPmax + 1) to 2DPmax represent char. The characteristics of the

4.1. Mole balances
The mole balances for the segment DPi of the reacting lignin (CiL)
and oil (CiO ) are given by Eq. (4-1) and Eq. (4-2):

dCiL
=
dt

dCiO
dt

Ei + Ki + Pi

= Ei

(4-1)
(4-2)

where Ei is the rate of transport of DPi from the reacting lignin to oil, Ki
is the net rate at which different DPi are formed during cracking reactions, and Pi is the net rate at which different DPi are formed during
polymerisation reactions. The mathematical description of these three
processes will be discussed in following paragraphs.
4.2. Transport from the reaction zone
It is assumed that a single first order equation can describe these
processes:

Ei = kT , i CiL
kT , i = e

Ai

+B

(4-3)
(4-4)

The exponential term describes the evaporation and/or sublimation
rate which is, as the Mw and the pressure affect the diffusion coefficient

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the model.
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[39,40], higher for lighter molecules and at lower pressure. B is included to allow a fixed, DPi independent, ejection rate. In simulations,
the value of B was set to 0.02 and 0 for 500 Pa and 105 Pa experiments,
respectively. Transport away from the reaction front is expected to be
faster at lower pressure. Instead of using a flux equation for the escape
rate, like the film model used by Solomon [39], a purely mathematical
approach is used (see Eq. (4-3) and Eq. (4-4)) that does include the
effects described above. This is rationalized by the expectedly very
vigorous mass transport under the conditions applied, which is not
captured by simplified models like the film model. In literature, the
transport of species has been described by Darcy’s law [65] or modified
Clausius–Clapeyron equation [66]. Formation of bubbles was observed
on the reacting lignin (at 105 Pa), which points towards vigorous mass
transport and to the generation of aerosols (see Fig. S4 in the SI). For
(DPmax + 1) to 2DPmax bins, i.e. for char, the transport rate is set to zero.
The green arrows in Fig. 2 represents DPi dependent transport rates of
molecules, highest for DP1 and lowest for DPmax .

for all polymerisation reactions. Thus, the rate of consumption of DPi in
polymerisation reactions can be written as follows.
imax

Pic =

Pi f =

i 1
2

Pi f =

i
2

i

RK , i =

kK CiL

(i > 1)

(4-5)

(j > 0)

j=1
j=1

(2

(4-6)

1) RK , i = (i

imax

Ki = 2

kk CjL

kK CjL

(i

1) kK CiL = 2

j=i+1

imax
j =i+1

i

1
j

1

RP , i = kP CjL CiL j

(j > 0)

(4-16)

50
wi
i = 1 Mw, DPi

(4-17)

The mole fraction of each DPi is used to calculate the molar concentrations of the DPi ’s in the lignin feedstock.

CiL, feed

(i > 1)

(4-15)

ln10

4.6. Initial conditions

The following second order reaction describes polymerisation:

DPi (i > j)

w (logM )q

wi
Mw, DPi

=

K jc

4.4. Polymerisation

j

(4-13)

Note, the MwDs, in terms of mass fractions (wi ), of all lignins and
experimentally obtained pyrolysis oils presented in this work (Fig. 3
and all figures in Section 6 of the SI) are calculated by using this procedure. These discretised mass fractions of each DPi segments were
converted to corresponding mole fractions by Eq. (4-17),

For example, DP1 and DP7 are formed by consumption of DP8 in a
cracking reaction, see Fig. 2.

DPj + DPi

1)

(4-14)

mi
50
mi
i=1

wi =

(4-9)

K ic

3 i (2imax
i 2imax

Mass corresponding to each molecular weight slice (q) between 1 Da
and 10,000 Da is calculated and then subsequently discretised into 50
segments of 200 Da. The mass fraction of DPi is calculated,

(4-8)

imax

1
2

Pic

m (M )q =

It is set in the model that char ((DPmax + 1)to 2DPmax ) does not crack
and therefore the sum in Eq. (4-8) runs until imax . Eq. (4-7) and Eq. (4-8)
are also used by Soloman et al. [39]. Combing Eq. (4-7) and Eq. (4-8)
gives the overall reaction rate of DPi due to cracking:

K ic = 2

kP CjL CiL j

The way in which MwD of lignin or pyrolysis oil, in terms of
w (logM ) , is calculated has been described elsewhere [67].

(4-7)

1) kK CiL

j=i+1

Ki = K i f

(4-12)

4.5. Discretization of GPC chromatogram

DPi is also formed by cracking reactions. Obviously, DPi can only be
formed from a segment DPj with j > i . The rate of formation of DPi by
cracking is given by:
f

imax

kP CjL CiL j

+ 1)
i 2

Pi = Pi f

It is assumed that only the bonds connecting the monomer units
present in the DPi segment can be cracked. Therefore, the segment DPi
(i 1) !
can crack in (i 2) ! = (i 1) different ways. It is also assumed that all
possibilities of cracking have the same likelihood, i.e. the rate constant
kK , is the same for all cracking reactions. Under these assumptions the
cracking rate K ic of DPi becomes,

K ic = (i

i

The net reaction rate of DPi by polymerisation is given by combining
Eq. (4-12) and Eq. (4-13),

The following first order reaction describes cracking:

DPj + DPi j (i > j)

1

For example, DP3 and DP5 are consumed in a polymerisation reaction to form DP8, see Fig. 2. Also, DPi will be formed by polymerisation,
e.g. DP20 is formed as a result of polymerisation reaction between DP8
and DP12 (Fig. 2). The rate at which DPi is formed by polymerisation is
described by the following equation, in which kP CjL CiL j = 0 for all
combinations with (i j) > DPmax , i.e. products larger than 2DPmax
cannot be formed.

4.3. Cracking

DPi

kP CiL CjL + kP CiL CjL= i

j=1

=

L
i Ntotal

VL

L mLignin
i < ML >
n

=

VL

(4-18)

(4-10)

The molar concentration distribution of the lignin is the initial
condition for CiL with 1 i imax .

(4-11)

CiL, t = 0 = CiL, feed

1

i

imax

For the char bins, i.e. the segments between (DPmax + 1) to 2DPmax

It is assumed that all molecules in segments between DP1 to DPmax
will polymerize with each other, in all possible combinations, to form
polymerisation products which are not bigger than 2DPmax . As previously mentioned, the (DPmax + 1) to 2DPmax segments do not take part
in polymerisation reactions but will be formed as a product, which
represents char. Like in case of cracking, all polymerisation possibilities
have the same likelihood i.e. the reaction rate constant, kP , is the same

CiL, t = 0

=0

(imax + 1)

i

2imax

Note, the MwD of a lignin sample obtained from the GPC depends on
– (1) packing material of the column, (2) geometry of column, (3)
eluent and its flow rate, and (4) detector type [67–69].
At t = 0 the concentration of each DPi in the oil is zero:
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CiO, t = 0 = 0

1

i

imax

YChar , cal, t = =

4.7. Numerical method

YOil, cal, t = = 1

The model equations were implemented in the coding environment
of Matlab® 2017a. The numerical integration was carried out with the
built-in ode23tb solver which is especially suited for stiff systems and is
based on the trapezoidal rule with a second order backward difference
approximation.

fj =

(1) The predictions of CiL and CiO at t = ∞ are invariant to the multiplication of the constants kT , i , kP and kK with the same factor (for
details see Section 7.2.1 of the SI).
(2) Changing the computational grid by changing the starting point of
the char bins (remaining the final grid points) does not influence
k
the predictions after fitting T , avg and kK as long as the starting DPi of
kP
kP
the char bins corresponds with a fraction of zero of that DPi in the
lignin feed (for details see Section 7.2.2 of the SI).
4.9. Post-processing
The mass fraction and mole fraction of the DPi segments in the oil
are given by:

CiO, t = Mw, DPi
imax
CiO, t = Mw, DPi
i=1

(4-19)

=

=

MnO, t =

=

imax
i=1

w Oi, cal, t = Mw, DPi
O
i, cal, t =

(4-23)
(4-24)

YChar , cal, t =

w Oi, cal, t = )2 + (YChar , exp

YChar , cal, t = ) 2}

(4-25)

fj

(4-26)
kT , avg

O
imax wi, cal, t =
i=1
Mw, DPi

i=1

CiL, t = Mw, DPi

j=1

Mw, DPi

imax

2imax
i = imax + 1

n

(4-20)

In order to estimate a single set of values of
and
per preskP
sure, describing pyrolysis of all lignins studied in this work, the objective function shown in Eq. (4-26) is used, where n represents the
number of lignins. This is what is called the total fit procedure.

(4-21)

5. Experimental results

(4-22)

5.1. Molecular weight distribution of oils at 530 °C

The 〈Mw〉 and 〈Mn〉 of the oil is calculated as follows:

MwO, t =

{(w Oi, exp

g = min

wO
i, cal, t =
O
i, cal, t =

CiO, t = Mw, DPi +

As mentioned before, the predictions of CiL and CiO at t = ∞ are
invariant to multiplication the constants kT , i , kP and kK with the same
factor. This in combination with the fact that the experimental method
does not allow the determination of the temporal evolution of oil and
char yield, instead final yields (t = ∞) are obtained, leads to the restriction that it is not possible to determine all three constants by fitting
them to the experimental results. In fact, it is only possible to determine
k
the ratio of the constants, here expressed as T , avg and kK .
kP
kP
For each lignin, the experimental results were fitted to the model
k
using T , avg and kK as parameters. This is called the individual fit prokP
kP
cedure. The objective function for this (Eq. (4-25)) is comprised of – (1)
the sum of squared difference between the MwD of experimentally obtained oil and calculated, and (2) the squared difference between the
experimentally obtained and calculated char yield. Note, as mentioned
in the Section 2.2, some of the volatile products (potential oil) could not
be recovered, and therefore, the char yield is used in the minimization
routine since it was measured more accurately compared to oil yield.
Parameters estimation is carried out with the Matlab in-built optimisation function lsqnonlin. 95% confidence intervals for each parameter
were determined by the built-in Matlab function nlparci.

The model has two important characteristics:

=

imax
i=1

CiL, t = Mw, DPi

4.10. Parameter estimation

4.8. Characteristics of the model

w Oi, cal, t =

2imax
i = imax + 1

Mw, DPi

kK
kP

In Fig. 3, the MwD of two lignins (11 and 14) and their oils produced

The oil and char yields are calculated with the following equations:

Fig. 3. MwD of lignin-11 and lignin-14 and their oils.
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at 500 Pa and 105 Pa are plotted. Also, model predictions are shown.
Because these two lignins are entirely different from each other regarding their 〈Mw〉, 〈Mn〉, MwD and β-O-4 linkage content, they were
selected to illustrate the observed differences in pyrolysis behaviour. In
the case of lignin-11, the MwD of the oils nearly overlapped with the
MwD of the parent lignin (Fig. 3-A). On the contrary, a significant shift
towards the lower molecular weight region was observed in the MwD
for the of lignin-14 oils as compared to the feedstock (Fig. 3-B). For
lignin-14, the oil obtained at 500 Pa was heavier than the oil obtained
at 105 Pa.

reported.
Also at both pressures, the char yield increased with the increase in
〈Mn〉 of the lignins. For low molecular weight lignins (< 500 Da), the
char yields were below 0.1 kg kg−1, while the difference between the
char yields obtained at 500 Pa and 105 Pa was small. In case of lignins
heavier than 500 Da, char yields increased significantly especially for
experiments performed at 105 Pa. At both pressures, the char yields
obtained for the light fractions (2,5,11) were lower than the yields
achieved for their parent lignins (1,4,10) and their respective heavy
fractions (3,6,12). In the literature, char yields of ∼0.75 kg kg−1 in
TGA [23,33,71,72], ∼0.45 kg kg−1 (at 105 Pa) [70] and ∼0.12 kg kg−1
(∼500 Pa) [22,24] in screen-heater reactors, 0.22 kg kg−1 (500 Pa) to
0.35 kg kg−1 (105 Pa) in a modified pyroprobe reactor [73],
∼0.35 kg kg−1 in a tubular reactor [16], and ∼0.35 kg kg−1 in a fluidised bed reactor [23,25] were reported.
Only a small amount of gases (∼0.025 kg kg−1) were produced for
all lignins during pyrolysis at 500 Pa. A marginal increase, if at all, in
gas yield was observed at 105 Pa. Gases produced during pyrolysis were
mainly CO2 and CH4, while CO was only present in trace quantities. In
literature, at ∼530 °C similar gas yields were obtained by Iatridis et al.
and Zhou et al. in screen-heater reactors and by Lou et al. in a tubular
reactor [16,22,70]. Contrary, gas yields up to ∼0.25 kg kg−1 and
∼0.30 kg kg−1 were reported in micro-pyrolysers [20,74] and TGA
[75], respectively.

5.2. Lumped product yields at 530 °C
In Fig. 4, gas, oil and char yields are plotted as a function of the
〈Mn〉 of the lignin. At both pressures, a decrease in oil yield was observed with an increase in the 〈Mn〉 of lignin. At 105 Pa lower oil yields
were achieved than at 500 Pa. This difference in oil yield became wider
with an increase in 〈Mn〉 of the lignins. At both pressures, the oil yields
obtained for the light fractions (2,5,11) were higher than the yields
achieved for their parent lignins (1,4,10) and their respective heavy
fractions (3,6,12). For low 〈Mn〉 lignins (< 500 Da), high oil yields of
up to 0.96 kg kg−1 were achieved at 500 Pa and decreased to
0.78 kg kg−1 at 105 Pa. In case of high 〈Mn〉 lignins (> 500 Da), a
significant drop in oil yield was observed (0.32 kg kg−1) at 105 Pa
compared to the 500 Pa experiments. In the literature, oil yields of
∼0.12 kg kg−1 (at 105 Pa) [70] and ∼0.8 kg kg−1 (∼500 Pa)
[22,24,31] in screen-heater reactors, ∼0.55 kg kg−1 in a tubular reactor [16], and ∼0.40 kg kg−1 in a fluidised bed reactor [23,25] were

5.3. The average molecular weight of oils at 530 °C
Fig. 5 shows the 〈Mn〉 of the oils as a function of the 〈Mn〉 of the

Fig. 4. Oil (A), char (B) and gas (C) yields as a function of 〈Mn〉 of the lignins. The numbers in the symbols refer to the lignins listed in Table 1.
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significantly to 0.17 kg kg−1 (at 793 °C). It can be seen that at 500 Pa,
0.62 kg kg−1 of oil yield was achieved at 425 °C and above 530 °C it
became constant at a value of ∼0.8 kg kg−1. At 105 Pa, the oil yield was
independent of TFS, i.e. it remained constant at 0.46–0.49 kg kg−1. Similarly, Lou et al. observed a constant yield of oil (∼0.5 kg kg−1) in a
wide temperature range [76]. The effect of TFS on the 〈Mn〉 of oils
collected from the pyrolysis of lignin 13 is presented in Fig. 7, showing
independence at 105 Pa and a slight increase with increasing TFS at
500 Pa. A similar trend was observed for pyrolysis of kraft lignin by Ben
et al. [77] at 105 Pa.
6. Discussion
6.1. Chemical reactions and mass transport
As mentioned in the introduction, we hypothesize that, like for
cellulose [45], lignin pyrolysis cannot be described solely by chemical
reactions. Instead, there is an interplay of chemistry and mass transport.
As previously mentioned, the fact that the oil is collected indicates that
mass transport of compounds away from the reaction front is taking
place. Due to the influence of pressure on the escape rate – the higher
rate at lower pressure – heavier oils are expected at lower pressure. This
behaviour was observed in the lignin pyrolysis experiments – lighter
oils were collected at 105 Pa (∼400 Da) than at 500 Pa (∼800 Da), see
Fig. 5. At both pressures, the oil yields measured for the low 〈Mn〉
lignins (< 500 Da) were high (Fig. 4), and no significant change in their
〈Mn〉 was observed compared to the 〈Mn〉 of the parent lignins (Fig. 5).
This indicates that these low 〈Mn〉 lignins are mainly evaporating/
sublimating/ejecting while the extent of reactions, in particular,
cracking reactions, is limited. On the contrary, for high 〈Mn〉 lignins,
the obtained oil yields were (much) higher than the mass fraction of
lights in the feed (Fig. S2 in the SI), and a noticeable decrease in 〈Mn〉
of oils compared to the feedstock (Fig. 5), affirms the presence of
cracking reactions. Because the reactions take place on the reacting
lignin (in the liquid and/or solid phase), it is not expected that the
pressure influences their rates. At lower pressures, the likelihood of
char production decreases (as observed experimentally, see Fig. 4) because of the rate of mass transport away from the reacting lignin increases leaving less time for polymerisation. More char and less oil (see
Fig. 4) at increasing 〈Mn〉 can be explained by the fact that heavier
molecules have more possibilities (more reactions) to form char in
combination with a lower escape rate. Heavier oils at a higher temperature (see Fig. 7) is not expected when only considering chemical
reactions, but can be explained by a higher escape rate of heavy molecules from the reacting sample at higher temperatures.
The main experimental trends can be summarised as – (1) the lower
the pressure, the higher (lower) the oil (char) yield, (2) the lower the
pressure, the heavier the collected oil, (3) the heavier the lignin, the
higher the char yield, (4) heavier oil at higher temperature all support
that pyrolysis of lignin is an interplay of chemistry and mass transport.
It is also clear that the molecular weight distribution of the lignin is not
the only parameter controlling the pyrolysis yields and oil MwD. For
instance, lignin 5 and 13 having similar 〈Mn〉 but different oil, char and
gas yields, which may arise from their structural differences.

Fig. 5. Experimentally obtained 〈Mn〉 of oils obtained at 500 Pa and 105 Pa as a
function of the 〈Mn〉 of the lignins.

lignins. At both pressures, the oils obtained from pyrolysis of low 〈Mn〉
lignins (< 500 Da) showed no significant reduction in 〈Mn〉 as compared to their parent lignins (data close to parity line). From ∼500 Da
and above the oils seemed to have a constant 〈Mn〉 which was independent of the 〈Mn〉 of the lignin. This trend was most clearly observed at 105 Pa. At 500 Pa, larger deviations in molecular weights of
oils were observed, which might be explained by the random ejection of
molecules from the reacting lignin. It is worth noticing that the yields
and the 〈Mn〉 of the oils obtained from lignin 14 (richest in β-O-4 linkages) do not deviate from the trend as observed for other lignins.
5.4. Effect of temperature
Fig. 6 shows the oil, char and gas yields obtained from the pyrolysis
of lignin-13 versus the final screen temperature (TFS), at two different
pressures. The experiments were carried out in a temperature range
between 425 °C and 793 °C. Fig. 6 shows that char yield decreased with
an increase in TFS, at both pressures. It can be seen that at 500 Pa, the
maximal amount of gases were produced above the TFS of 530 °C and
their yield remained independent of TFS after that. At 105 Pa, the gas
yield was below 0.06 kg kg−1 until 530 °C and thereafter increased

6.2. Modelling
k

Fitting each lignin individually to the model results in T , avg and kK
kP
kP
values per lignin that predict the char yield very accurately (Fig. 8-A).
For 105 Pa experiments, the predicted 〈Mn〉 of oils also match very well
with the experimental values, while they are slightly under-predicted
for 500 Pa experiments (Fig. 8-B). This mismatch in the predictions can
be a result of the random ejection of heavier molecules which is difficult
to describe. Also, the MwD is predicted fairly well as can be seen in
k
Fig. 3. The range of fitted T , avg and kK are listed in Table 2 (individual

Fig. 6. Oil, char, and gas yields as a function of the final mesh temperature
(TFS) obtained for lignin 13.

kP
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Table 1
Characterization of lignin.
Lignin

Code

C

O*

H

(–)

(–)

(% on mass basis, dry)

SL
L-SL
H-SL
WSL
L-WSL
H-WSL
PL1
L-PL1
H-PL1
PL2
L-PL2
H-PL2
SOL
MWL

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

66.9
–
–
64.8
–
–
68.1
–
–
64.8
–
–
63.9
60.7

N

H/C
−1

(mole mole

6
–
–
5.8
–
–
6.3
–
–
6.5
–
–
5.7
6.3

27
–
–
28.6
–
–
25.5
–
–
28.6
–
–
30.3
33

0.1
–
–
0.8
–
–
0.1
–
–
0.1
–
–
0.1
< 0.1

)

1.1
–
–
1.1
–
–
1.1
–
–
1.2
–
–
1.1
1.2

〈Mw〉**

Đ

β-O-4 linkages

(Da)

(–)

(per 100 Ar units)

2515
1591
3462
2043
1449
2601
725
670
1047
616
588
1241
1858
3596

2.1
1.7
1.8
2.0
1.7
2.0
1.5
1.5
1.6
1.6
1.6
2.0
2.2
2.5

1.8
–
–
8.6
–
–
–
–
–
0
–
–
7.8
34.5

– Not measured.
* Oxygen content by difference: (100 – C – H – N).
** 〈Mw〉 is calculated from UV detector response.

fit), and in Table S4 in the SI they are listed per lignin with their 95%
k
confidence intervals. As expected T , avg is significantly higher at 500 Pa

can be seen that 〈Mn〉 of oils are under-predicted and char yields are
over-predicted at 500 Pa.
After parameterisation, predicted char yields and 〈Mn〉 of the oils as
a function of temperature match the experimentally obtained values
(Fig. S11 in the SI). It can be seen from Fig. S 12-A in the SI that the
k
values of T , avg increase as a function of temperature (especially at
kP
500 Pa) indicating a stronger increase of the mass transport rate with
temperature as compared to the polymerisation rate. With the increase
in temperature the values of kK increased, while they were similar at
kP
both pressures for any given temperature (Fig. S12-B in the SI). This
indicates that the ratio of reaction rate constants (kK ) is a function of
kP
temperature and is not affected by the pressure, as was also assumed.
Concluding, after parameterisation of each lignin individually the
model describes the experiments very well. However, it is not able to
provide good quantitative predictions for all the lignins tested based on
k
a single set of T , avg (T and P dependent) and kK (T dependent). This
kP
kP
could obviously be explained by the lignins tested being different in
other aspects than the MwD, e.g. chemical structure. However, including a kK relation accounting for a relatively higher polymerisation
kP
rate for larger molecules results in a reasonable qualitative and quantitative description. The model including this relation can be used to
predict yields and oil MwD based on the MwD of the lignin feedstock. It
must, however, be noted that the measured MwD of the feedstock dek
pends on the GPC/SEC machine and method used. As a result, T , avg and

kP

due to the higher escape rate at lower pressure. The variation in kK
kP
between the pressures is small, which should be the case as this is a
ratio of pressure independent reactions. As the range of the parameters
is not that large for the individual fits, it has been attempted to fit a
k
single T , avg and kK per pressure for all the lignins together, which is
kP
kP
referred to as the total fit procedure (see Table 2 for the values). This
results, on average, in a poor prediction of 〈Mn〉 and char yield (see Fig.
S9 in the SI). However, the macro trends are still predicted.
From the individual fits, it is found that the ratio kK is a function of
kP

〈Mn〉 of the lignins (Fig. S10 in the SI). kK decreases with an increase in
kP
〈Mn〉, i.e. larger DPi molecules present in the lignin tend to polymerise
faster than described in the original model. No clear relation was obk
served between the values of T , avg and 〈Mn〉 for 500 Pa experiments,
kP
5
while for the 10 Pa experiments the values are independent of 〈Mn〉 of
lignins. The fitted kK as a function of 〈Mn〉 of the lignins together with
kT , avg

kP

(see Table 2, total fit) are used as input for the model. The prekP
dicted char yields and 〈Mn〉 of oils are monotonous in nature and follow
the experimentally observed trend (Fig. 8-C and Fig. 8-D). However, it

kP

which are obtained by fitting will also depend on the GPC/SEC
machine and method.
kK
kP

6.3. Process considerations
Depolymerisation of lignin is proposed for the production of fuels
and platform chemicals [14,15,62,63,78,79]. The results obtained in
this paper show that under (very) fast heating conditions and minimal
chemical activity in the vapour/gas phase, pressure can steer the molecular weight of the oil. All technical lignins with 〈Mn〉 > 800 Da
result in an 〈Mn〉 of the oil that depends on the pressure, but is invariant
to the MwD of the feedstock. At atmospheric pressure the oil is rather
light, dominated by monomers to trimers, which is beneficial for the
production of chemicals. Potentially, high pressure lignin pyrolysis may
favour the production of monomers, however, experimental investigation is needed to gain further insights. Light oil comes, however, at the
expense of lower oil yields and higher char yields. Nevertheless, also
light oil can also be produced with a yield exceeding 50% at the tested
conditions. There is a clear effect of the 〈Mn〉 of the feedstock and the

Fig. 7. 〈Mn〉 of oil obtained from lignin 13 as a function of TFS at 500 Pa and
105 Pa.
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Fig. 8. Parity plots in which the experimental char yields (A) and 〈Mn〉 of oils (B) are plotted against their predicted values using individual fit procedure; Char yields
(C) and 〈Mn〉 of oils (D), experimental and model prediction using the correlation.

oil and char yield. If possible, a light feedstock should be selected as this
will increase the oil yield. At low pressures, in our case 500 Pa, the oil is
heavier, but its yield is considerably higher. These conditions may be
interesting for fuel production. Also a process, in which first as high as
possible oil yield is achieved at low pressure followed by further tuning
of the product distribution in the vapour/gas phase can be considered.

lignins, for which the β-O-4 linkage content varies significantly.
The present contribution highlights that during fast pyrolysis of
lignin the temperature alone has a limited impact on the oil yield and
the number average molecular weight of the oils. The molecular weight
distribution is one of the most important characteristics of the lignin,
which has a significant influence on the pyrolysis product distribution.
Modelling results show that heavier molecules tend to polymerise faster
than lighter molecules, which results in higher char yields. The

7. Conclusions
In this work, lignins having number average molecular weight between 350 Da and 1900 Da were pyrolysed between 425 °C and 793 °C
and pressures of 500 Pa and 105 Pa. It was found that – (1) With an
increase in number average molecular weight, oil yield decreased, and
char and gas yields increased, (2) At higher pressures (105 Pa) lighter
oils were collected than for 500 Pa, (3) Above 500 Da (at 105 Pa) and
1000 Da (at 500 Pa) the molecular weights of oils became independent
of the number average molecular weight of the parent lignins, and (4)
Heavier oils were collected with an increase in temperature. Based on
the gathered experimental evidence of cracking and polymerisation
reactions, and mass transport of species from the reacting lignin, a
population balance model, which includes these processes, was developed. After parameterisation and by using the molecular weight distribution of lignin as an input, the model predicts all experimentally
observed trends. It is noteworthy that the model also predicts the char
yields and the number average molecular weight of oils reasonably for

Table 2
The values of

kT , avg
kP

Fit procedure

and

kK
kP

at 500 Pa and 105 Pa.
kT , avg
kP

kK
kP

(mole m−3)

(mole m−3)

P = 500 Pa
Individual fit
Total fit

4–16
10* ( ± 0.6)**

27–96
39 ( ± 0.01)**

P = 105 Pa
Individual fit
Total fit

2–5
3* ( ± 0.2)**

24–81
42 ( ± 0.3)**

* Values of

kT , avg
kP

used with correlation for model predictions in Fig. 8-C and

Fig. 8-D.
** Values in parentheses are the 95% confidence intervals on the ratios.
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pressure, at which the pyrolysis is carried out, is certainly the most
influencing process parameter, which alters the transport rate of molecules away from the reaction front, thereby, changing their residence
time in the hot reaction zone. It can be considered as the main steering
wheel to manipulate the product yields and the number average molecular weight of the oils.
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